The study of consumption has been so embedded in notions of market exchange and individual choice that the concept of a socialist consumer regime can still seem strange and counter-intuitive. As Victoria de Grazia has pointed out, "ideologues of the capitalist order averred that people instinctively sought variety and pleasure" and that the "right" to acquire consumer goods was "best fulfilled by free enterprise."
a gossip, a womanizer, and a drinker. 7 A study of high school graduates in the city of Novosibirsk in 1963 revealed that careers in physics (for boys) and medical sciences (for girls) were the most highly esteemed. (Male and female students in Novosibirsk oblast preferred careers as pilots.) Mineworking, the highest ranked laboring occupation, was rated in 24 th and 25 th place for urban and rural boys. For girls, electrical fitters landed in 47 th place, well above retail sales work in prestige. 8 The dominated classes -the workers --in Wędrowska's beauty advice book do not appreciate food for pleasure, only as fuel.
The consuming habits of the laboring classes are especially linked to alcohol, both in the Trifonov novella analyzed by Benjamin Sutcliffe and the drinkers discussed by Lidiia Levkovitch, citing studies that "indicate that the majority of Soviet alcoholics came from the ranks of blue-collar workers." (247)
Agricultural workers emerge scarcely at all in these studies, except as the source Rich or poor, it was woman's work to convert these rubles to purchased and prepared foods, as the chapters by Jacobs and Irina Glushchenko emphasize. But income made the difference in where to shop. Leaving aside the special stores for the nomenclatura and the black market in melons and other exotic fruit, the collective farm markets had become by the 1970s accessible and legitimate sites in which to express consumer choice. If as Stiazhkina shows, only those with illicit income could afford to shop here regularly, all Soviet people might shop here from time to time. These markets also served to highlight gender differences: Stiazhkina notes that while women did most of the shopping there, men performed their masculinity by purchasing high quality "men's foods" -meat, fish, greens, and fruit.
The Soviet middle class staked its claim to privilege not only through money and access but in using its cultural capital to define normative consumption. Season to Make Wishes, a smart, independent woman has to pretend that restaurant food is really home-made in order to attract a traditionally minded husband.
In offering hospitality under conditions of shortage, Soviet women could demonstrate their triumph over the challenges of daily life and derive real pleasure from the effort. Lakhtikova's analysis of private cookbooks emphasizes the feelings of accomplishment and self-esteem earned by foraging for the ingredients to provide lavish holiday meals as well as the daily satisfactions of preparing fresh meals for their families.
14 USSR Ministry of Trade, Sbornik Retseptur bliud dlia pitaniia rabochikh i studentov.
A similar pride in triumph over adversity can be found in Ona Renner-Fahey's account of female political prisoners who defy prison rules to preserve the ritual of tea-drinking; if they could maintain their table, they retained their humanity. The closing scene of Kira Muratova's film Brief Encounters depicts this hospitality as a gift from one female lover in a triangle to the other. Having tracked down her geologist Romeo to the home that turns out to belong to a woman who has loved him longer, the newcomer silently but lovingly sets a table for two, and then she departs. 15 Caldwell notes how the work (or pleasure) of food preparation extends to the emotional work of hospitality: the sense of purpose and accomplishment comes not only from making the table happen but in sharing intimacies and exchanging advice.
Caldwell's chapter and her other work on dacha culture perfectly encapsulate the blurring of lines between work and hobby when it comes to food. The dacha is a site of intense, gendered labor -digging, weeding, cooking, construction, and renovation. In her example of mushrooms, men are the expert gatherers, and women process and prepare. Women cook indoors, and men grill outside. Accomplishing these tasks is necessary for the dacha to survive, but pride in the work provides pleasure as well as sustenance. The social labor carried out primarily by women -hospitality and caretaking -also offers both utility and pleasure. Yet she also notes the changing meanings of work and leisure, with the older generation unable to see any difference, and the younger generation finding identity in working less and relaxing more.
The work of procuring food products was not restricted to the dacha, of course. 20 The trade journal of the public catering sector, Obshchestvennoe pitanie, was well aware of these attitudes and devoted many articles to the problem of recruiting and training cadres, to the provision of "cultured service." 21 Some of these featured the many good people in the food industry who loved their work and formed collegial collectives, but others acknowledged that young people who pursued a career in cooking received little training and less encouragement. One Tania from Kolomna detailed her miserable experiences as a junior cook in a local restaurant, amidst drunk and boisterous customers, receiving no training and no possibilities to study. After a year and a half she followed her many classmates who had signed up to become cooks but who left the profession; she found a factory job that provided training, cultural and sporting opportunities, and an enthusiastic peer group of young people. Still others acknowledged the widespread belief that only worthless or dishonest people entered the service professions. 22 Contributors emphasizing the pride they found in their work -whether skilled waitering or creative culinary mastery -tended to be male. For young women, food service was an entry level position, demanding no training, skills, or aptitude, and the resulting revolving door out of the profession reinforced the public's negative opinions of it. But perhaps the linkage between the caring and nurturing work of service, the "natural" realm of women, would always code these professions as less prestigious than the manly work of making things or giving orders. We might also see the cultivation of a socialist feminine mystique that centers in the kitchen and the home as another form of resistance or rejection of socialist values. To the regime's official and never-realized "liberation" of women and the erasure of differences between the sexes, the women described in these pages instead asserted what some label a neo-traditionalist "philosophy of the quotidian," to cite Glaser (383).
Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears serves as a prime example of this feminine mystique for several of our authors: an upwardly mobile, self-made woman executive cannot have it all until she lands herself a man who will be her lord and master. Only cultivating her feminine side and submitting to a man will bring Katia true happiness. The popularity of Zofia Wędrowska's beauty advice reflected this desire as well. By the end of the Soviet era, writes Glushchenko, "it became acceptable to express discontent with the kind of work that interferes with a woman's ability to care for her husband and home and takes away her femininity and her right to call herself a member of the 'weaker sex'" (96).
Let me conclude with my original question: how did the distinctive economic and social realities of late socialism shape a particular consumer regime? The reality of scarcity dominates the story of Soviet consumerism, which meant that Soviet consumers had to make a virtue of making do. And within the sharply divided gender system, the primary food preparers -women -gained status by becoming experts at making do.
They did so through applying the scientific knowledge and familiarity with foreign languages, foods, and cultures that late Soviet culture developed and encouraged. They also used Soviet social capital to enable their culinary successes: networks, collectives, friendships, and family were all essential to the art of the Soviet kitchen. The thought leaders in this process were the large numbers of Soviet people who came to be defined as the Soviet middle class, the intelligentsia, but they did not hoard their knowledge.
Instead -through the cookbooks and advice columns they wrote as well as read -they propagated this art of coping as a skill that could be acquired by women and men of every social stratum. And as perhaps inevitable in an economy based on Marxist principles, it was the material that possessed the most value. This consumer regime valued things above all -whether mushrooms, chickens, or cabbage. Paradoxically, the feminine role of serving --providing, preparing and hosting --earned respect within the domestic sphere, but not in the social world of the Soviet market.
